Emerging evidence suggests that circular RNAs (circRNAs) have crucial roles in various processes, including cancer development and progression. However, the functional roles of circRNAs in breast cancer remain to be elucidated. In this study, we identified a novel circRNA (named circBMPR2) whose expression was lower in breast cancer tissues with metastasis. Moreover, circBMPR2 expression was negatively associated with the motility of breast cancer cells and significantly downregulated in human breast cancer tissues. Functionally, we found that circBMPR2 knockdown effectively enhanced cell proliferation, migration, and invasion. Moreover, circBMPR2 knockdown promoted tamoxifen resistance of breast cancer cells through inhibiting tamoxifen-induced apoptosis, whereas circBMPR2 overexpression led to decreased tamoxifen resistance. Mechanistically, we demonstrated that circBMPR2 could abundantly sponge miR-553 and that miR-553 overexpression could attenuate the inhibitory effects caused by circBMPR2 overexpression. We also found that ubiquitin-specific protease 4 (USP4) was a direct target of miR-553, which functions as a tumor suppressor in breast cancer. Our findings demonstrated that circBMPR2 might function as a miR-553 sponge and then relieve the suppression of USP4 to inhibit the progression and tamoxifen resistance of breast cancer. Targeting this newly identified circRNA may help us to develop potential novel therapies for breast cancer patients.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is one of the most frequently diagnosed cancers in women worldwide, and the second major cause of cancer-related mortality in women. 1 Although there have been numerous advances in surgical and medical management for breast cancer, the prognosis of breast cancer patients has not been improved significantly, 2 due to the high frequency of metastasis, recurrence, and drug resistance. 3 Therefore, it is urgent to further understand the molecular mechanism and develop more effective therapeutic strategies to better treat breast cancer.
The initiation and progression of breast cancer is a complex process, including the function of various genetic and epigenetic factors. Accumulating studies suggest that non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) play important roles in cancer. So far, several studies have revealed that microRNAs (miRNAs) 4, 5 and lncRNAs [6] [7] [8] participate in metastasis and drug resistance of breast cancer, providing potential targets for cancer treatment. As a new class of ncRNAs, circular RNAs (circRNAs) have been found to be involved in various biological processes, 9 including cell proliferation, migration, gene expression, and the regulation of certain responses. circRNAs are characterized by a covalently closed continuous loop where the 3 0 and 5 0 RNA ends are joined together and have no polyadenylated counterparts, 10 which gives them higher stability compared to linear types. 11 Based on the different derivation, circRNAs can be classified into several types, such as exonic, intonic, and intergenic circRNAs. 12, 13 Recently, circRNAs have been found to be expressed in various cell lines and species, and they are conserved and highly specific to cell type, tissue, or developmental stage. 14, 15 Emerging studies have revealed that circRNAs play important roles in the regulation of multiple diseases, especially cancers. Aberrant expression of circRNAs was correlated with progression, drug resistance, and prognosis of cancers. 16, 17 circRNAs can participate in gene regulation through various mechanisms, including competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) mechanisms, sequestering RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), and serving as transcription regulators. 18, 19 The most well-known function pattern for circRNAs is acting as a miRNA sponge and functioning through a ceRNA mechanism. circRNA_100290 serves as a sponge for the miR-29 family and participates in oral cancer. 20 circ-ABCB10 promotes cell proliferation and progression through competitively binding with miR-1271 and can be a potential therapeutic target for breast cancer. 3 Moreover, circular RNA_LARP4 inhibits proliferation and invasion of gastric cancer by attenuating miR-424-5p-mediated suppression on LATS1. 21 However, further studies on the function of circRNAs in breast cancer are needed. Tamoxifen (TAM), through competitively binding with estrogen receptor (ER), has proven to be one of the most successful endocrine treatments for ER+ breast cancer patients. 22 Unfortunately, the development of TAM resistance limits its clinical application. Many long ncRNAs (lncRNAs) 23, 24 and miRNAs 25, 26 are associated with TAM resistance, but the functional significance of circRNAs on the acquired resistance remains unclear.
In the present study, we analyzed the expression profiles of circRNAs in breast cancer tissues using RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and further characterized a novel circRNA derived from the BMPR2 gene, termed circBMPR2. The functions and mechanisms of circBMPR2 in the progression and TAM resistance of breast cancer were explored.
RESULTS circBMPR2 Is Downregulated in Breast Cancer Tissues with Metastasis
To investigate the role of circRNAs in the progression of breast cancer, we first explored the circRNA expression profiles in breast cancer tissues. According to the GEO database (GEO: GSE77661), 119 circRNAs were upregulated, and 132 circRNAs were downregulated in breast cancer tissue compared with normal tissue. Moreover, our circRNA array assay revealed that 125 circRNAs were differentially expressed in breast cancer tissues with or without metastasis, including 80 circRNAs that increased and 45 circRNAs that decreased in breast cancer tissues with metastasis. Among them, 3 and 10 circRNAs were significantly downregulated and upregulated in the 2 databases ( Figure 1A ). We then examined the expression of the common differentially expressed circRNAs in breast cancer tissues and cell lines. The quantitative real-time PCR results showed that the expression of hsa_circRNA_0003218 (termed circBMPR2) was decreased in breast cancer cells with higher metastatic ability (such as MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468) compared with cells with lower metastatic potential (such as MCF-7 and T47D) (Figure 1B) . Next, 35 pairs of breast cancer tissues and matched adjacent non-tumor tissues were collected and tested for circBMPR2 expression with quantitative real-time PCR. The results showed that the expression of circBMPR2 was downregulated in breast cancer tissues ( Figure 1C ). Moreover, the decreased expression of circBMPR2 was also confirmed using the GEO (GEO: GSE101123) database. Additionally, a cohort of 199 breast cancer patients with survival data were included to analyze whether circBMPR2 is correlated with the prognosis. The Kaplan-Meier survival curve revealed that lower circBMPR2 expression was associated with a worse overall survival in breast cancer patients ( Figure 1D ).
According to the circBase database, circBMPR2 is derived from gene BMPR2 on chr2: 203329531-203332412 and ultimately forms the spliced mature sequence with a full length of 342 nt ( Figure 1E ). We designed two sets of primers for circBMPR2 and actin, and RT-PCR assays were used to verify the head-to-tail splicing of circBMPR2. Using cDNA and genomic DNA (gDNA) templates from breast cancer cells, the convergent primers could amplify both circBMPR2 and actin. However, the divergent primers could only amplify circBMPR2 using cDNA as templates, and no amplifications were observed using gDNA templates ( Figure 1F ). We next investigated the stability of circBMPR2. After treatment with actinomycin D, an inhibitor of transcription, total RNAs were harvested at the indicated time points from MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. The quantitative real-time PCR analysis revealed that the transcript half-life of circBMPR2 exceeded 24 h, whereas the associated linear BMPR2 displayed a half-life < 4 h ( Figure 1G ). Moreover, circBMPR2 displayed resistance to digestion with RNase R exonuclease (Figure 1H) , which further confirmed that the circRNA isoforms were highly stable. These results demonstrated that circBMPR2 was consistently expressed in breast cancer cells and might play a significant role in the regulation of breast cancer progression.
Knockdown of circBMPR2 Promotes Proliferation, Migration, and Invasion of Breast Cancer Cells
We further investigated the potential functional role of circBMPR2 in breast cancer cells. The breast cancer cells were transfected with small interfering RNA (si)-circBMPR2 or negative control (NC), and the quantitative real-time PCR analysis indicated that the expression levels of circBMPR2 were effectively decreased ( Figure 2A ; Figure S1A ). Subsequent MTT assay showed that downregulation of circBMPR2 significantly promoted the growth of breast cancer cells ( Figure 2B ; Figure S1B ). Flow cytometry analysis was performed to evaluate whether circBMPR2 could affect cell proliferation by altering the cell-cycle profiles. The results showed that more cells were distributed in S phase after circBMPR2 knockdown, indicating that circBMPR2 knockdown promoted cell-cycle progression ( Figure S1C ). We then evaluated the effect of circBMPR2 on cell motility. Knockdown of circBMPR2 observably increased the wound-healing ability of cells ( Figure 2C ). Consistently, the Transwell migration and invasion assays indicated that knockdown of circBMPR2 promoted the motility of breast cancer cells ( Figure 2D ; Figure S1D ). Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is one of the major mechanisms involved in cancer cell malignant transformation, and we further examined the effect of circBMPR2 on the expression of EMT-related proteins. Western blot (WB) showed that knockdown of circBMPR2 could decrease the levels of epithelial markers and increased the levels of mesenchymal markers ( Figure 2E ; Figure S1E ). We further confirmed these effects by overexpressing circBMPR2 in the MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 cell lines, and quantitative real-time PCR assays confirmed the overexpression efficiency of circBMPR2 ( Figure S1F ). In accordance with the aforementioned results, circBMPR2 overexpression led to inhibited proliferation and migration of breast cancer cells (Figures S1G and S1H). These results suggested that circBMPR2 could inhibit the progression of breast cancer cells in vitro.
circBMPR2 Is Negatively Associated with TAM Resistance of Breast Cancer Cells
Considering the relatively higher expression of circBMPR2 in ER+ breast cancer cells ( Figure 1B) , such as MCF-7 and T47D, 27 which are more sensitive to TAM, we further investigated the role of circBMPR2 in TAM resistance. After treatment of indicated concentrations of TAM for 48 h, 28 the MTT assays showed that knockdown of circBMPR2 led to increased resistance to TAM in MCF-7 and T47D cells ( Figure 3A ). Then, we chose 5 mM TAM for further clone formation and apoptosis assays, which is approximately half of the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) value. The colony formation assay showed that the inhibition ratio of TAM decreased to 49% from 65% in MCF-7 cells and decreased to 42% from 57% in T47D cells after circBMPR2 knockdown, indicating that circBMPR2 knockdown could attenuate the inhibited effect of TAM on colony-forming ability in ER+ cells ( Figure 3B ). We then performed flow cytometry analysis to evaluate whether circBMPR2 modulated TAM resistance by regulating apoptosis, and the data showed that downregulation of circBMPR2 markedly inhibited the apoptosis caused by TAM treatment ( Figure 3C ). To verify the mechanism, WB was performed, and the results showed that circBMPR2 knockdown further decreased TAM-induced apoptosis, as determined by the expression levels of apoptosis-related proteins ( Figure 3D ). We then evaluated the effect of circBMPR2 on TAM-resistant cells (MCF-7/TAMR cells). The circBMPR2 expression of MCF-7/TAMR cells was significantly decreased compared with that of the parental cells ( Figure S2A was found to suppress cell proliferation, migration, invasion, and EMT processes ( Figures S2B-S2F ). Moreover, circBMPR2 overexpression helped to restore the sensitivity to TAM in MCF-7/TAMR cells by promoting TAM-induced cell apoptosis ( Figures S2G and S2H ).
We then treated MCF-7 and T47D cells with TAM for 7 days and found that the expression of circBMPR2 was dramatically decreased in accordance with the trend of GREB1 (GenBank: NM_014668.4), a well-known target of ER ( Figure S3A ). Then, we cultured MCF-7 and T47D cells with estrogen-deprived medium to simulate similar conditions, and quantitative real-time PCR results showed that the expression of circBMPR2 and GREB1 was significantly decreased ( Figure S3B ). On the contrary, increased concentration of estrogen treatment led to enhanced expression of circBMPR2 and GREB1 in MCF-7 and T47D cells ( Figure S3C ). Based on the aforementioned results, we wondered whether circBMPR2 could regulate the expression of ER to modulate TAM resistance. The results showed that circBMPR2 overexpression further increased the expression of ER and its target progesterone receptor (PR) in MCF-7 cells and also restored the expression of ER in MCF-7/TAMR cancer cells (Figure S3D ). Moreover, circBMPR2 overexpression enhanced the effect of estrogen on its target genes, such as GREB1 and PGR ( Figure S3E ), which might be mediated by elevated ER expression. All these findings suggested that circBMPR2 could increase TAM sensitivity of breast cancer cells and that mutual regulation might exist between estrogen and circBMPR2. To examine the molecular mechanism of circBMPR2 in breast cancer, we first evaluated the intracellular location of circBMPR2. Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were separated from cells, and expression levels of circBMPR2, U6 (nuclear control), and GAPDH (cytoplasmic control) were detected by quantitative real-time PCR. The results revealed that circBMPR2 was predominantly localized in the cytoplasm ( Figure 4A ), indicating the potential to serve as a miRNA sponge. According to the Circular RNA Interactome database, the potential binding sites of 13 miRNAs were found within the circBMPR2 sequence ( Figure 4B ; Table S1 ). Then, the Kaplan-Meier Plotter tool was used to evaluate the association between the expression of miRNAs and overall survival of breast cancer patients. High expression levels of miR-1229, miR-515-5p, miR-635, miR-567, miR-599, and miR-553 were correlated with poor prognosis ( Figure 4C; Figure S4 ), indicating that they may play oncogenic roles and could be regulated by circBMPR2 in breast cancer. The quantitative realtime PCR results revealed increased expression of these miRNAs after circBMPR2 knockdown ( Figure S5A ). Among them, the change of miR-553 was the most significant, and overexpression of circBMPR2 exhibited the opposite roles ( Figures 4D and 4E ). Moreover, given the potential role of circBMPR2 in regulating TAM resistance, we also examined the expression of these miRNAs in MCF-7 and MCF-7/ TAMR cells and found that the expression of miR-553 was increased in MCF-7/TAMR cells ( Figure 4F ; Figure S5B ). Therefore, we chose miR-553 as a regulatory target of circBMPR2 and further determined the binding potential between them. RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assay was then performed in HEK293T cells to determine the association between cirBMPR2 and miR-553. The quantitative realtime PCR results showed that the expression of circBMPR2 and miR-553 pulled down with anti-AGO2 antibodies was significantly higher compared to the anti-IgG (immunoglobulin G) group (Figure 4G ), suggesting that miR-553 could directly target circBMPR2 in an AGO2 manner. In addition, luciferase reporter assays demonstrated that overexpression of miR-553 could remarkably reduce the luciferase activity of the vector containing the wild-type circBMPR2 sequence but not the luciferase activity of the vector with mutant binding sites ( Figure 4H ). On the other hand, miR-553 overexpression could cause decreased expression of circBMPR2 ( Figure S5C ), indicating that there existed mutual regulation. These results implied that circBMPR2 could function as a ceRNA for miR-553 through direct binding between them.
miR-553 Plays an Oncogenic Role and Partly Reverses the Effects Caused by circBMPR2 in Breast Cancer Cells
We then determined the biological function of miR-553 in breast cancer. The quantitative real-time PCR assay was used to confirm the overexpression efficiency of miR-553 ( Figure 5A ). MTT assay showed that upregulation of miR-553 significantly enhanced the proliferation and migration of breast cancer cells ( Figures 5B and 5C) . Moreover, increased resistance to TAM was observed in MCF-7 and T47D cells transfected with miR-553 mimics compared to the control group ( Figure 5D ). TAM treatment and estrogen deprivation could increase the expression of miR-553, whereas estrogen treatment caused opposite trends ( Figures S6A-S6C ), which may be due to elevated expression of circBMPR2. To address whether circBMPR2 inhibited proliferation, migration, and TAM resistance of breast cancer cells via interacting with miR-553, we co-transfected miR-553 mimics and circBMPR2-overexpressed vectors into breast cancer cells.
The rescue experiments showed that overexpression of miR-553 could attenuate the function of circBMPR2 in breast cancer ( Figures  5E-5G ). Taken together, these results suggested that circBMPR2 suppressed proliferation, migration, and TAM resistance through sponging miR-553 in breast cancer cells. Then, we utilized the prediction software (miRWalk, TargetScan, mirDIP, and miRPathDB) to forecast the potential target genes of miR-553 in breast cancer, and 123 genes were identified with very high stringency ( Figure 6A ). Among them, USP4, an enzyme that can cleave ubiquitin from various protein substrates, ranked relatively higher and was one of the most likely predicted targets. The quantitative real-time PCR results indicated that the expression of USP4 was lower in breast cancer tissues, compared with normal tissues (Figure 6B) . The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database also determined lower expression of USP4 in breast cancer tissues, especially triplenegative breast cancer tissues ( Figure S7A ). The Kaplan-Meier Plotter tool revealed that higher expression of USP4 was associated with better prognosis of breast cancer patients ( Figure 6C) . Moreover, the expression of USP4 was positively associated with prognosis of lung cancer and renal cancer patients according to the Human Protein Atlas database ( Figure S7B ). Luciferase reporter assays demonstrated that overexpression of miR-553 led to decreased luciferase activity of vectors containing wild-type 3 0 UTR of USP4 but did not affect the luciferase activity of mutant types ( Figure 6D ). Moreover, a RIP assay was performed to determine the effect of circBMPR2 on the association between USP4 and miR-553. The quantitative real-time PCR results showed that the expression of miR-553 or USP4 pulled down with anti-AGO2 antibodies in the circBMPR2-overexpressing group was significantly higher or lower compared to the control group, respectively ( Figure 6E ), suggesting that circBMPR2 could inhibit the association between USP4 and miR-553 in an AGO2 manner. Overexpression of miR-553 or circBMPR2 knockdown could decreased the protein and RNA expression of USP4 in MCF-7 and T47D cells ( Figure S7C ). Moreover, the increased expression of USP4 induced by circBMPR2 overexpression could be partly abrogated by ectopic expression of miR-553 ( Figure 6F ). Next, we used RNAi to knock down the expression of USP4 to evaluate its biological functions in breast cancer. The quantitative real-time PCR and WB assays were used to demonstrate that knockdown efficiency (Figure 6G) . The results of an MTT assay showed that USP4 knockdown significantly promoted the proliferation, migration, and invasion of breast cancer cells ( Figures 6H and 6I) . The protein and RNA levels of USP4 in MCF-7/TAMR cells were lower compared to those of the parental cells ( Figure S7D ), and knockdown of USP4 increased the resistance to TAM in MCF-7 and T47D cells ( Figure 6J ). Moreover, USP4 knockdown could lead to decreased ER protein expression levels, although no significant changes on ER mRNA levels were found ( Figure S7E ). Altogether, these results indicated that USP4 was a direct target of miR-553 and played a similar role to that of circBMPR2 in breast cancer.
DISCUSSION
Emerging evidence demonstrates that circRNAs play crucial roles in carcinogenesis and cancer progression and have attracted much attention recently. Aberrantly expressed circRNAs have been reported in diverse cancer types, such as pancreatic cancer, 29 colorectal cancer, 30 hepatocellular carcinoma, 31 and bladder cancer, 32 indicating that circRNAs may serve as regulators and diagnostic markers for cancer. As the relationship between expression and function of circRNAs and breast cancer progression is not well established, we screened the differentially expressed circRNAs in breast cancer tissues and focused on the function and potential mechanism of circBMPR2 in breast cancer.
Using RNA-sequencing analysis and the GEO database, we identified a novel circRNA, circBMPR2, which is downregulated in breast cancer tissue, especially tissue with metastasis. Moreover, the expression of circBMPR2 is also downregulated in gastric cancer and hepatocel-lular cancer tissues based on the GEO (GEO: GSE77661) database. The downregulation of circBMPR2 in breast cancer tissues was further confirmed using 35 pairs of breast cancer tissues and matched adjacent non-tumor tissues. These results suggested that circBMPR2 might act as a tumor suppressor in breast cancer. circRNAs are promising potential biomarkers because of their unique structure, high stability, and specific expression patterns. 33 Using a cohort of 199 breast cancer patients, we found that patients with lower levels of circBMPR2 had a worse overall survival than those with higher circBMPR2 expression, indicating that circBMPR2 might act as a prognostic factor for survival in patients with breast cancer.
The past few decades have witnessed outstanding advances in breast cancer treatment. However, tumor metastasis and the development of resistance remain great threats to human health, leading to a poor prognosis for breast cancer patients. 34 Through our in vitro experiments, we found that knockdown of circBMPR2 could promote cell-cycle progression and enhance cell proliferation. Moreover, circBMPR2 was able to decrease the metastatic ability of breast cancer cells through interfering with the EMT process, and the expression levels of EMT-related proteins showed corresponding changes. TAM is one of the most successful agents for ER+ breast cancer; however, the developed resistance during treatment or intrinsic resistance to TAM limits its therapeutic benefits. Accumulating evidence suggests that tumor metastasis and TAM resistance may be closely associated processes, which can be regulated by common factors. [35] [36] [37] Our results demonstrated that circBMPR2 overexpression could markedly inhibit the migration and invasion ability of MCF-7/TAMR cells, which was in accordance with the WB results. Moreover, circBMPR2 knockdown could promote the resistance to TAM in breast cancer cells, whereas circBMPR2 overexpression significantly inhibited TAM resistance. These results revealed the regulatory role of circBMPR2 in the two processes and preliminarily suggested the relevance between metastasis and TAM resistance. Previous studies showed that TAM could suppress cell proliferation through inducing apoptosis, 38, 39 and our results found that circBMPR2 knockdown could significantly inhibit TAM-induced apoptosis, while circBMPR2 knockdown alone could also inhibit cell apoptosis. It was plausible that circBMPR2 attenuated TAM resistance through increasing TAM-induced apoptosis. The aforementioned results suggested a tumor-suppressor role of circBMPR2 in breast cancer, revealing the potential of circBMPR2 as a therapeutic target and prognosis predictor.
Recently, circRNAs have been reported to regulate the expression of oncogenic or tumor-suppressive genes through competing for binding with miRNA, 18 constructing a complex posttranscriptional regulatory network. The interaction between circRNAs and miRNAs has already been found to perform significant roles in multiple cancers. 40 Our results demonstrated that circBMPR2 was predominantly localized in the cytoplasm, served as a miR-553 sponge, and decreased the abundance of miR-553 in the cytoplasm. We first revealed that miR-553 promoted proliferation, metastasis, and TAM resistance in breast cancer, and miR-553 overexpression could partly reverse the effects of circBMPR2 on breast cancer cells. Moreover, circBMPR2 and miR-553 could regulate the expression of each other, forming a negative-feedback loop.
Through bioinformatics analysis, we chose USP4 as a potential target of miR-553, which was confirmed by further luciferase reporter assay, RIP assays, and functional studies. Moreover, overexpression of circBMPR2 led to increased expression of USP4, as expected in our hypothesis, implying a circBMPR2/miR-553/USP4 axis in breast cancer. Ubiquitin-specific protease 4 (USP4), a member of the USPs, mediates the removal and processing of ubiquitin. USP4 has been reported to participate in various human tumors with diverse biological functions. Previous studies have shown that USP4 expression was significantly decreased in breast cancer tissue and that USP4 inhibited breast cancer cell growth through inhibiting PDCD4 degradation. 41 USP4 was downregulated in lung adenocarcinoma and served as an independent predictor. 42 Some other studies claimed that USP4 might have oncogenic properties. USP4 could inhibit p53 through deubiquitinating and stabilizing ARF-BP1 43 or HDAC2 44 and was upregulated in several cancer tissues. The WNT/b-catenin pathway was reported to be regulated by USP4 through deubiquitination and facilitating nuclear localization of b-catenin in colorectal cancer. 45 Moreover, another study claimed that USP4 could promote migration and invasion of breast cancer cells. 46 It is controversial to define the exact role of USP4 in cancer, especially breast cancer. It is plausible that the functions of USP4 may depend on different types of cancer, different stages, or different regulators. Here, we showed that USP4 was decreased in breast cancer tissues compared with adjacent normal tissues. Knockdown of USP4 significantly promoted proliferation, metastasis, and TAM resistance in breast cancer, indicating a tumor-suppressive role for USP4. In addition, USP4 knockdown led to significantly decreased ER protein expression levels, which might result in decreased sensitivity to TAM. Remarkably, the ER mRNA levels exhibited no significant change after USP4 knockdown, indicating that the regulatory effects of USP4 on ER expression is at the post-transcriptional level. Consid-ering that USP4 promotes the removal of ubiquitins from proteins, it may also protect ER from ubiquitin-mediated degradation. However, further study is needed to reveal the specific regulation mechanism.
In summary, circRNAs can influence various biological behaviors of tumor cells and act as promising potential biomarkers for cancer diagnosis and prognosis prediction. The present study provides novel insights for future studies on the role of circRNAs in tumor progression and TAM resistance. It is reasonable for us to conclude that circBMPR2 inhibits breast cancer cell proliferation, migration, invasion, and TAM resistance by functioning as a sponge of miR-553 to upregulate USP4 expression. Therefore, circBMPR2 may serve as a potential therapeutic target and prognostic predictor for breast cancer patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Samples
Tumor tissues and paired adjacent non-tumorous tissues were collected from the breast cancer patients who received treatment at Qilu Hospital from February 2009 to January 2015. The median follow-up was 69 months. All the tissue specimens were confirmed by histological and pathological diagnoses. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Shandong University.
Microarray Analysis
Three pairs of breast cancer tissues with or without metastasis were collected at Qilu Hospital of Shandong University in 2017. Tissue specimens were obtained during operation and immediately frozen at À80 C until further use. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan). The concentration and quality of each RNA sample was evaluated with the Nanodrop ND-1000, and the quality control was based on a ratio of optical density 260 (OD 260 ) to optical density 280 OD 280 (1.8-2.0). The sample preparation and circRNA sequencing were performed using Cloud-Seq Biotech (Shanghai, China). Briefly, total RNAs were digested with Rnase R (Epicenter Technologies, Madison, WI, USA) to remove linear RNAs and enrich circRNAs. The enriched circRNAs were used to construct the RNA libraries with the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), and the quality of libraries was controlled using the BioAnalyzer 2100 system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The denatured single-stranded DNA molecules were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq Sequencer, and the paired-end reads were further analyzed by bowtie2 and find_circ software. The raw data were quantile normalized, and further data analysis was performed with the R software package, such as the impute package and the limma package. The statistical significance of differentially regulated circRNAs was identified through p value and fold change. Significantly differentially expressed circRNAs were retained by screening for fold change R 2.0 and p < 0.05. Hierarchical clustering was performed to generate an overview of the characteristics of expression profiles based on values of all significantly differentially expressed transcripts.
Gene Expression Profiles
The gene expression data matrix of normal tissue and breast cancer tissue was obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology GEO database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/), which is accessible through the GEO platforms GPL11154 (GEO: GSE77661) and GPL19978 (GEO: GSE101123). As reported, the matrix contained a total of 26 samples, including various cancer types. 47 In the present study, we selected the data of normal breast tissue and breast cancer tissue for further study. The data analysis was performed with R software using the DEGseq package. Significantly differentially expressed circRNAs were identified with fold change R 2.0 and p < 0.05.
Cell Lines and Transfection
All the cells were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, and HEK293T cells were cultured in DMEM. T47D, SKBR3, and ZR-75-1 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium. The medium was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin. Cells in the medium were incubated in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO 2 at 37 C. We constructed circBMPR2-overexpressed vector as previously reported. 48 Briefly, the sequences of exons 2 and 3 of BMPR2 with a full length of 342 bp was subcloned into a pLCDH-ciR vector (Ribo-Bio, Guangzhou, China) to generate pLCDH-circBMPR2 constructs. The subcloned sequence containing a front circular frame (SA), back circular frame (SD) of circRNA biogenesis and full length of circBMPR2, and 5 0 -TGAAATATGCTATCTTACAG-circBMPR2-GTGAATATATTTTTTCTTGA-3 0 was directly synthesized. The pLCDH-ciR empty vector was used as an NC. For the knockdown experiments, the small interfering RNA (siRNA) target sequences for circBMPR2 were as follows: sense: 5 0 -CACCACUCACUUCGCAG AATT-3 0 ; antisense: 5 0 -UUCUGCGAAGUGAGUGGUGTT-3 0 . The sequences for NC siRNA were as follows: sense: 5 0 -UUCUCCGAAC GUGUCACGUTT-3 0 ; antisense: 5 0 -ACGUGACACGUUCGGAGAA TT-3 0 . The procedure of transfection was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) as previously reported. 48 
Development of a TAMR Cell Line
The MCF-7 cells were continuously exposed to 10 mM TAM (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in phenol red-free DMEM culture supplied with 10% charcoal-stripped FBS for at least 1 year, 49 termed as MCF-7/TAMR cells. The medium was replaced every 4 days, and the cells were passaged by trypsinization when 70% confluence was reached. The MCF-7/TAMR cells were routinely cultured in medium with 1 mM TAM, and dead cells were rarely observed. Corresponding parental cells (WT) were cultured in parallel to resistant ones without the addition of TAM.
RNA Extraction and Real-Time qPCR
Total RNA from cells or tissues was isolated using TRIzol Reagent (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan). cDNA was synthesized using the Prime-Script RT Reagent Kit (Takara, Shiga, Japan), and the PrimeScript miRNA cDNA Synthesis Kit (Takara, Shiga, Japan) was used for miRNA reverse transcription. Then, real-time qPCR was performed using SYBR Premix Ex Taq (Takara, Japan). The primers used in this study are shown in Table S2 . b-actin was used as the endogenous control for the relative expression of mRNA, while U6 was used as the internal control for miRNA expression. The relative expression was calculated by the 2 ÀDDCT method.
Actinomycin D and RNase R Treatment
Transcription was prevented by the addition of 2 mg/mL actinomycin D or DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) as the NC to the cell culture medium. After treatment in the indicated time, the RNA expression levels of circBMPR2 and BMPR2 were detected by quantitative real-time PCR. For RNase R treatment, the original RNAs extracted from MCF-7 or MDA-MB-231 cells were divided into two equal parts, respectively, one for RNase R treatment (RNase R) and the other for non-treatment (mock). 2 mg total RNA was incubated for 30 min at 37 C with or without 3 U/mg RNase R (Epicenter Technologies, Madison, WI, USA). The internal reference (actin) in the mock group was used as the calculation standard. 50 
MTT Assay
Transfected cells were seeded into a 96-well plate at a density of 1,500 cells per well and allowed to incubate up to 6 days. To evaluate the sensitivity to TAM, the cells were cultured in medium with indicated concentrations of TAM for 48 h. 20 mL MTT (5 mg/mL) was added to each well, and the cells were incubated for another 4 h. 100 mL DMSO was used to resolve the crystal, and the absorbance at 570 nm was measured using a microplate reader (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA).
Colony Formation Assay
Transfected MCF-7 and T47D cells were seeded into a 6-cm plate at a density of 500 cells per well and cultured for 2-3 weeks. 5 mM TAM was used to examine the effect of circBMPR2 on TAM resistance. The colonies were fixed with methanol for 15 min and then stained with 0.1% crystal violet for 20 min. The colonies were then counted and photographed.
Cell-Cycle Assay
Cell cycle assays were performed at 48 h after transfection. The transfected breast cancer cells were stained with 500 mL cell-cycle staining buffer (MultiSciences (Lianke), Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China) for 30 min in a dark place and then measured by flow cytometry (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). The data were analyzed with ModFit LT V4.0 software.
Cell Apoptosis Analysis
The transfected cells were treated with or without 5 mM TAM for 48 h. Cells were stained using an Annexin V fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)/propidium iodide (PI) apoptosis detection kit (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions and analyzed by flow cytometry. The data were analyzed with FlowJo software.
Wound-Healing Assay
Breast cancer cells were seeded onto a 24-well plate and scraped with the fine end of 200-mL pipette tips (time 0 h). Cell migration was photographed using 10 high-power fields at indicated hours postwounding. Remodeling was measured as diminishing distance across the induced injury and was normalized to the 0-h control. Then, relative distance was calculated.
Transwell Migration and Invasion Assays
The cell migration and invasion assays were performed using Transwell chambers (Corning, Corning, NY, USA), which were coated with (invasion assay) or without (migration assay) Matrigel (BD Falcon, Bedford, MA, USA). A total of 1 Â 10 5 transfected cells were suspended in 200 mL serum-free medium and then added to the upper chambers. The lower chambers contained culture medium with 20% FBS as a chemoattractant. After 24-48 h, the cells located on the lower surfaces were fixed with methanol and stained with 0.1% crystal violet. The stained cells were photographed, and relative cell number was calculated.
Protein Isolation and WB
Total proteins were extracted, separated by 10% SDS-PAGE gel, and then transferred to 0.22 mm polyvinylidine difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The PVDF membranes were incubated with 5% skim milk to block nonspecific binding at room temperature for 1 h. The membranes were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 C and secondary antibodies for 2 h at room temperature. The antibodies used in this study are presented in Table S3 . The protein levels were detected by chemiluminescence (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). b-actin was used as endogenous control.
